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Year group: 5 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 1 - North America Subject Leader: K Muldowney 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
• Know the name of and locate the 

four capital cities of England, 
Wales, Scotland and Northern 
Ireland (Y1) 

• Know main differences between a 
place in England and that of a 
small place in a non-European 
country (Y2) 

• Know at least five differences 
between living in UK and in a 
Mediterranean country (Y3) 

Locational Knowledge: 
Name and locate countries and using maps to focus on North America, 
concentrating on their environmental regions, key physical and human 
characteristics, countries and major cities. 
Place Knowledge: 
Understand geographical similarities and differences through the study of 
human and physical geography of a region of North America 
 
 

• Know the names of and locate eight major 
capital cities across the world (Y6) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
Read ‘Holes’ by Louis Sachar during 
English sessions 

English: Story with North American setting Watch film ‘Holes’ to understand time 
changes (setting of Texas desert) 

Lesson Sequence 
Know the names of, and locate, a number of 
North American countries 
 

Know the names of and locate at least 8 major 
capital cities across North America 
 

Know key differences between living in the UK and in a 
country in North America 

Lesson 1: 
Understand how 
many countries 
comprise North 
America and which 
bodies of water 
surround it. 

Lesson 2: Identify and 
locate some human and 
physical features within 
North America, 
identifying which 
countries these belong 
to. 

Lesson 3:  Know and understand what a capital 
city is and why a city is given the capital status. 
Use maps and atlases to locate eight capital cities 
across North America. 

Lesson 4: Identify major 
states within the North, 
East, South and West of the 
USA and understand the 
differences between their 
climates, lifestyles and time 
zones. 

Lesson 5: Compare and 
contrast living within the UK 
(their own area) to living 
within a specific area of 
North America. 

Key Vocabulary  
Pacific Ocean 
Atlantic Ocean 
Arctic Ocean 
Caribbean Sea 

Mountains 
Grand Canyon 
Rivers 
Desert 

Government 
Education 
Tourism 
Population 
Capital 

North  
East  
West 
South 
Climate 

Climate 
Time zones 
Compare 
Contrast 
Differences 
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Washington D.C  
Ottawa 
Mexico City 
Belmopan  

Time Zones Similarities 

Key skill throughout unit 
• Locate the USA and Canada on a map and in an atlas 
• Explain what a place may be like in the future, taking account of issues impacting human features 
• Explain how a location fits into its wider geographical location, with reference to human and economical features 
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Year group: 5 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 2 - Rivers Subject Leader: K Muldowney 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Describe some physical features of 
their own locality (Y2) 
Identify the following physical 
features: river, valley, beach (Y2) 
Know the name of the River 
situation in the Amazon rainforest 
and its uses (Y4)  

Locational Knowledge: 
Name and locate counties and cities of the UK, geographical regions and 
their human and physical characteristics (including rivers) and how some 
of these have changed over time 
Human and Physical Geography 
Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography, including: 
rivers and the water cycle 
Describe and understand key aspects of human geography, including: land 
use, trade links, natural resources such as water 

Know why industrial areas and ports are 
important (Y6) 
Know where the mountain ranges are in the UK 
(Y6)  

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Science – understanding the water cycle Trip to River Wear  
Lesson Sequence 
Explain the 
features of a 
water cycle 

Know, name and locate the main 
rivers in the UK 

Know and label 
the main features 
of a river 

Know the name of and 
locate a number of the 
world’s longest rivers 

Know why most 
cities are located 
by a river 

Use Google Earth to locate a country 
or place of interest and to follow the 
journey of rivers 

Lesson 1: Know 
and understand 
what the water 
cycle is, why it is 
important and 
how the features 
help us get clean 
water 

Lesson 2: 
Know and 
understand 
what a river is 
and how they 
are formed 
and develop.  

Lesson 3: Locate 
main rivers in the 
UK using maps 
and atlases 
identifying which 
towns and cities 
are situated 
around these. 

Lesson 4: Know 
and label the 
main features of 
a river and why 
they are 
important for a 
river to function.  

Lesson 5: Describe the 
journey of a river and 
the landforms they 
create and change. 

Lesson 6: Know 
and understand the 
benefits of a river. 
Understand how 
these impact 
transport, trade 
and population. 

Lesson 7: Identify 
longest rivers from 
around the world 
using maps and 
discuss where they 
are in relation to 
the UK. 

Lesson 8: 
Follow the 
journey of the 
River Wear 
from start to 
end using 
knowledge 
from River 
visit. 

Key Vocabulary  
Water cycle 
Precipitation 
Condensation 
Evaporation 

Flow 
Bank 
Rainfall 
Gravity 
Erode 
Gorges 

Thames 
Wear 
Tyne 
Ouse 
Trent 
Severn 

V-Shaped valleys 
Meanders 
Floodplains 
Deltas 
Waterfalls 
Rapids 

Erosion 
Pollution 
Landforms 
Flooding 
 

Trade 
Transport 
Population 
Growth 
Expand 

Amazon 
Nile 
Yellow River 
Yangtze 
Congo River 
 

County 
Durham 
Pennines 
Chester-le-
Street 
Sunderland 
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Valleys Gorges North Sea 
Key skill throughout unit 
• Explain why main cities of the world are situated by rivers 
• Explain why water is such a valuable commodity  
• Explain how the water cycle works 
• Explain why people are attracted to live by rivers 
• Describe how rivers have an impact on people’s lives 
• Name and locate the world’s major rivers on a map and in an atlas 
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Year group: 5 Subject Area: Geography Unit: 3 - Developed and Developing Countries Subject Leader: K Muldowney 
 

Prior linked knowledge National curriculum objectives Future linked knowledge 
Identify the following physical features: 
mountain, lake, island, valley, river, 
cliff, forest and beach (Y2)  
Know the main differences between a 
place in England and that of a small 
place in a non-European country (Y3) 

Locational Knowledge: 
Identify time zones (including day and night) 
Human & Physical Geography: 
Describe and understand key aspects of human geography, including types 
of settlement and land use, economic activity including trade links, and the 
distribution of natural resources including energy, food, minerals and water 
Describe and understand key aspects of physical geography, including: 
climate zones, biomes and vegetation belts, rivers, mountains, volcanoes 
and earthquakes, and the water cycle 

Know the names of and locate a number of 
the world’s highest mountains (Y6) 
Know where the main mountain ranges are 
in the UK (Y6) 
Know why industrial areas are important 
(Y6) 
Understand similar and different links 
between human and physical geography of 
region within Africa (KS3) 

Notes Cross-curricular links Possible hooks/enrichment activities  
 Science – space and how moving of plants effects time zones 

Maths – addition and subtraction when working out time zone differences, 
using and reading time 

 

Lesson Sequence 
Know main human and physical differences between developed and developing countries Know about time zones and work out differences 
Lesson 1: Know and 
understand what it  
means to be a 
developed or 
developing country 

Lesson 2: Identify which 
countries are developing 
and the features that 
make them a developing 
country. 

Lesson 3: Know and 
understand why 
Britain is a developed 
country compared to 
those of developing 
status. 

Lesson 4: Recap what human 
and physical features are. 
Know and understand the 
differences between the UK 
and a developing country. 

Lesson 5: Know and understand what a time zone is 
and why they are different around the world. Look at 
time zones from different countries and work out the 
differences. 
 

Key Vocabulary  
Developed 
Developing 
Economy 
Tourism 
Education 
Sanitation 
Economy 
Government 
Democracy  

Mountains 
Landmines 
Leisure 
Schools 
Churches 
Transport 
Rivers 

Time zones 
Sun 
Orbit 
Earth 
Rotation 
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Civil War 
Key skill throughout unit 
• Explain how a location fits into its wider geographical location, with reference to human and economical features 
• Explain what a place might be like in the future, taking account of issues impacting human features 
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